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The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974: This is 

the primary piece of legislation in the UK covering 

occupational health and safety. It requires a building 

owner, a building operator or any employer to make 

sure that work places are safe for their employees 

or indeed for non-employees using the building. This 

includes ensuring that plant and machinery are 

properly maintained. This legislation is always 

relevant.  

 

The Provision and Use of Work Equipment 

Regulations 1998 (PUWER98): This regulation is 

principally aimed at employers by making them 

responsible for ensuring any machinery or 

equipment their employees work with, or work on is 

safe. The machinery must be appropriate to the 

task,  maintained and the worker properly trained. A 

lift counts as work equipment and the Owner, the 

Facilities Manager (FM) and the Service Provider are 

all seen as employers and so have obligations under 

PUWER. 

Summary 

This guide aims to summarise what you need to know and do as the 

owner and / or operator of a lift. The guide outlines those things the law 

says you must know and do; identifies who’s who when it comes to 

owning and operating a lift; shows you what to look for to get the best out 

of your lift and gives a simple check list to follow for regular checks. 

What’s what? 

There are at least 15 pieces of legislation, regulation, code and guidance 

directly aimed at ensuring owners, operators and maintainers of lifts 

behave responsibly and safety, and this doesn’t include the more than 30 

separate EN81 lift codes. This section describes those statutes that you 

must be aware of because they define your responsibilities as an 

employer or an owner of work equipment. 
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The Lifting Operations and Lift Equipment 

Regulations 1998 (LOLER): LOLER is relevant to 

anyone who owns, operates or has control over lifting 

equipment, including passenger carrying lifts. That 

means any organisation whose employees use the 

lifting equipment, whether they own it or not. So the 

Building Owner, the FM and the Service Provider all 

come within its jurisdiction. When it comes to lifts that 

move people, LOLER’s main requirement is that they 

have a regular, thorough examination by a competent 

person. Regular is usually twice a year for lifts, and a 
competent person is often, but not always, your 

insurance inspector. 

 

Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 

Occurrences Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR):  This 

regulation places a duty on employers or anyone in 

control of an area of work to report accidents that 

result in death or serious injury; several  diseases 

linked to  types of occupational exposure; exposure 

to biological agents and carcinogens like asbestos 

and dangerous occurrences, which includes the 

failure of any load-bearing part of lifting equipment. 

The Building Owner, the FM and the Service Provider  

all have a duty under RIDDOR. 

 

The Safety Assessment Federation (SAFed): SAFed is 

not a statute or legal requirement, it is a trade 

association for the independent engineering and 

certification industry.  However, the competent 

person carrying out a thorough examination can 

request SAFed’s supplementary tests to be 

conducted where they have particular concerns. The 

SAFed guidelines to supplementary tests is 

supported by  the Health and Safety Executive (HSE).  
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The Building Owner: As the owner of the building you are 

also the owner of any lifts in the building. Legislation 

identifies you as the Duty Holder by default, which 

means you are responsible for the safe and suitable 

operation and use of the lifts, and for their receiving 

regularly maintenance. You can choose to employ a 

Facilities Manager, a Supervisor or similar function to act 

as the Duty Holder on your behalf, in which case they 

take on the responsibilities of that role. In residential 

buildings a Resident’s Association may be the Duty 

Holder, again taking on that responsibility. Appointing 

such positions as the Duty Holder means you are also an 

employer, and have a duty of care under the Health and 

Safety at Work etc Act, PUWER, LOLER and RIDDOR. 

 

The Facilities Manager (FM): You have typically been 

employed by the Owner to manage the day to day 

operation of the building, including the lifts. This means 

that legislation identifies you as the Duty Holder 

responsible for ensuring the safety of the lift, those who 

travel in it and those who work on it. It is likely you will 

appoint and manage a lift Service Provider to maintain 

the lift regularly and repair it when it breaks down. The 

Safety Assessment Federation (SAFed) recommends 

that you keep evidence of their regular maintenance, 

any repairs and all the thorough examinations done, 

because safety authorities like the HSE may require you 

to explain how you have discharged your responsibility 

as Duty Holder. Appointing a service provider means 

you are an employer, and like the Owner you have a Duty 

of Care under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act, 

PUWER, LOLER and RIDDOR. 

Who’s Who? 

There can often be serval different parties involved in the ownership and 

operation  of lifts , and at times it can be difficult to understand who is 

responsible for what. This section attempts to clarify who the main 

parties are, and what responsibilities they have. 

The Service Provider: You are typically employed by 

the FM or by the Owner to maintain the lift and 

ensure it operates safely and correctly. Your 

contract may also include obligations to respond to 

breakdowns, to provide spare parts, to work outside 

normal office hours or to be measured against Key 

Performance Indicators. You must ensure that your 

engineers are qualified to work on lifts, do it safely 

and don’t put the lift users at risk. You should be 

keeping the evidence of regular servicing , repairs 

and thorough examination by default, and providing 

it to you employer. The requirements of the Health 

and Safety at Work etc Act, PUWER, LOLER and 

RIDDOR also apply to you, as do the specific lift 

codes and the terms of your contract. 

 

The Vertical Transportation (VT) Consultant: We can 

be employed by the Owner or the FM and are usually 

tasked with helping to manage the activities of the 

Service Provider. We also provide longer term, 

strategic advice about the lift’s lifecycle, such as 

when and how it should be  modernised or replaced. 

We have an obligation to provide safe, unbiased and 

well reasoned advice; to act safely ourselves and to 

challenge any unsafe activities of others. Our 

involvement does not absolve the Owner, Duty 

Holder or the Service Provider of their statutory 

responsibilities. 



What to Look Out For 

On the Landing 

Doors and architraves 

Look at the general condition of the 
lift entrance; are there any  obvious 

signs of damage to the landing 

doors or the architraves like 
scratches, dents, cracks or rubbing 

marks? 

Gaps 

Check the gap between 
the landing doors and the 

landing architrave. It 

shouldn’t be more than 
10mm, about the diameter 

of a pen. 

Landing push buttons 

Call the lift as normal. 
Does the push button 

move when you press it 

and does it illuminate to 
tell you a call’s been 

registered? 

Gongs and chimes 

When the lift arrives, is there a 
chime or a gong sound to         

announce its arrival? There should 

be a difference in the sound when 
travelling up to travelling down. 

Door movement 

Do the lift doors open 
smoothly and quietly? 

Any juddering, squeaks or 

scraping noise are a sign 
of problems. 

Landing and car sills 

Before you get into the lift have a 
look at the sills. This is the grooved 

part of the entrance on the floor that 

the doors run in. There will be 2, one 
on the landing side and one on the 

lift side. They should be clean and 

clear of debris. Any rubbish could 
affect the door’s operation. 

Door safety edge 

Wait for the doors to just start 
closing and briefly put your arm 

out towards the lift interior. This 

should break a light barrier on the 
landing doors and they should 

reverse open again.  

Voice announcements 

When you’re in the lift you 
should hear a voice 

announcing what the 

doors are doing, along the 
lines of "Doors opening..." 

and "Doors closing...". 

G 

Landing indicator 

Look up at the landing indicator. If it is working it will be showing either the series 
of floor numbers it is passing on its journey to you, or an arrow indicating which 

way it is going to travel once it pick's you up. 

The finishes and handrail 

Get into the lift itself and have a look at 
the general condition of the finishes 

inside. As with the landing there 

should be no scratches, dents, cracks 
or   rubbing marks. If there is a handrail 

it should be secure and should not 

move if you wiggly it. 

Car operating panel 

Look at the Car 
Operating Panel. This is 

a panel on one of the 

side walls with all the 
landing buttons, the 

alarm button, the door 

open and a door close 
button and a small 

screen. Choose a floor 

close in the middle of 
the building and push 

the button. As with the 

landing, does the push 

button move when you 

press it and does it 

illuminate to tell you the 

call’s been registered? 

Lighting 

The interior of the lift should be lit to a level broadly equivalent to brightness of 
the landing, and all the lamps should be on. There should also be emergency 

lighting if the main power Is lost. 

The ride 

The lift journey should be pleasantly 
smooth and quiet. If you feel any jolts 

or knocks like a train crossing points, 

or if you hear any noises louder than a 
vacuum cleaner operating then the lift 

needs some attention. 

Levelling 

As you get out of the lift have 
another look at the sills. Use your 

foot to check that they are level. If 

you can feel a difference in their 
levels the lift needs attention at the 

next maintenance visit. 

The alarm button 

Press and hold the alarm 
button for at least 5 

seconds and then 

release it. A connection 
should be made and after 

a short time an operator 

should answer. Tell the 
operator you are doing a 

test and ask them to 

identify the building 
you’re in. If they can’t 

their records need 

updating. 

 

Indicator screen 

The indicator screen in the Car 
Operating Panel should now show 

either an arrow pointing the 

direction in which you are 
travelling, or the sequence of floor 

numbers that you pass on your 

journey. If it shows nothing there is 
a problem. 
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Paperwork 

It is very important that you know what paperwork you should have for 

your lift and where it is.  The O&M manuals contain all the information 

about operating and maintaining the lift. They should also have test 

certificates and drawings. The lift’s log-card is where your service 

provider records evidence of regular maintenance and repairs, and is 

typically stored in, or near the controller. The thorough examination 

reports will detail any repairs the competent person deems necessary, 

and the time to complete them. Copies of the lift's electrical wiring 

diagrams for the service provider’s use should also be available. It is 

good practice to get these encapsulated so they last longer.  

When your maintenance engineer arrives 

When your lift service provider arrives to work on the lift, take the 

opportunity and ask them to show you inside the shaft and the machine 

room if you have one. It is very important that you never get into the lift 

shaft or on top of the lift car on your own. There are a large number of 

hazards that you will not be aware of that could kill you. 

Your engineer should put up a barrier before opening the landing doors 

to access the shaft. If they don't then remind them and report this back 

to your account manager as this is a serious safety breach. 

The pit 

The pit area at the bottom of the shaft 

should be well lit, similar to an office space. 

It should be clean, free of rubbish and there 

should be no fluids like water or oil on the 

floor. Any hazardous materials like 

needles or animal droppings will need a 

specialist trade to remove them. Your 

service provider isn't qualified to do this. 

Top of the lift 

The top of the lift should also be well lit, clean and free of dust, rubbish 

and debris and there should be no fluids like water of oil. 
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Machine room 

If you have a machine room, or a 

pump room, in the first instance 

this should be locked and there 

should be a series of specific 

notices on the outside of the door. 

If you plan to enter the machine 

room it is good practice to wear 

shoes with toe protection and 

gloves. 

Like the shaft, the machine room 

should be well lit, clean and well      

organised. These are often 

tempting spaces to use as 

impromptu store rooms, but should 

not have any materials left in a 

machine room is a hazard. There 

shouldn't be any fluids on the floor, 

the temperature should be 

comfortable and shouldn't be any 

strong odours like oil or burning for 

example. 

Have a look at the equipment in the 

machine room. Anything with a 

moving part should have a brightly 

coloured guard covering it so you 

can't touch it. Any electrical isolator 

should have a facility to be 'locked 

out' with a padlock. Ask you 

maintenance engineer to confirm 

this. The lift controller cabinet 

should be shut and locked. 

When your maintenance engineer arrives 



On the Landing  

Condition of the landing doors and architraves   

Gap between landing doors and architrave  

Landing push button moves and illuminates  

Landing indicator illuminates and displays the right data 
 

Arrival chime, gong or announcement is audible  

Doors operate smoothly and quietly  

Sills are clean and free or debris  

Door safety edge works  

Departure chime, gong or announcement is audible  

  

Inside the Lift 
 

Condition of the interior finishes  

Voice announcement is audible   

COP buttons move and illuminate when pressed  

Lift lighting is working and suitably bright  

Lift  indicator screen illuminates and displays the right data 
 

The ride is smooth and quiet  

The sills are level  

The alarm dials out and your location is correctly identified 
 

With your Service Engineer  

Do Not Attempt To Access The Pit, Car Top or Machine Room Un-Supervised  

Has a barrier been deployed  

Condition and cleanliness of the pit floor  

Condition and cleanliness of the car top  

MR doors locked and notices in place  

Condition, cleanliness and temperature in the M/R  

M/R equipment guarded and isolators lockable  

Lift controller cabinet locked  

  

Paperwork  

One log card per lift  

Electrical drawings, preferably encapsulated  

Insurer’s thorough examination reports  

One Operation and Maintenance manual per lift  

D2E International VT Consultants Ltd wish to clarify that nothing contained in this 

document changes, modifies, supersedes or in any way seeks to make other 
recommendations to the information and / or regulations as listed: LEIA, relevant 

standards and Lift Company Documentation 

Check List Check List 



Contact Information 

 
7 Denbigh Mews, Westminster 

London SW1V 2HQ 

 

+44 (0) 207 233 9355 

info@d2e.com 

 

d2e.com 

Vertical Transport 

Façade Access Management 

Design 

Contract Administration 

Modernisation 

Servicing & Maintenance 

Project Management 

Surveys 

Our certifications and accreditation     Our memberships 

   


